Dear parents,
We are officially done with our second full
week of school! Congratulations to your kids for
making it this far into the year so far! We have
many weeks to go, but we are excited to see where
this year takes us!
My hope is that your child has figured out
why I give them a lot of in class time to do their
math homework! I don’t want them to carry that
big math book home! We are having difficulty
finishing math assignments in class due to talking,
and distractions, so we are working on what it
means to get straight to work.
We have started homework club after
school on Monday (Mr. G’s room), Tuesday (Mrs.
Luzier’s room), and Thursday (Mrs. Thiel’s room).
If you would like your child to come to homework
club, it gives them an extra chance to finish up
any extra work while it is still fresh on the brain,
and a chance to not have to take it home! This is a
30 minutes work time, so pick up for these
students will be at 3:40 from the room they were in
for that day.
Google classroom is very confusing, I have
been working on answering emails returned to me.
A lot of them are pertaining to how it works, and
that is something I am still figuring out! There is a
classroom code needed to get the emails (I didn’t
know), it is: _________. Please sign up if you
haven’t!
Have an amazing weekend,
Mrs. Luzier

September 21, 2018
Memory Verse:
Chapel memory: Hope
The grass withers, the flower fades, but the
word of our God will stand forever.
Isaiah 40:8

Spelling List: week 2
1. hotel

9. protect

17. envelope

2. selfish

10. already

18. entrance

3. meant

11. connect

19. expedition

4. breath

12. pleasant

20. exclamation

5. instead 13. seventeen
6. several

14. everybody

7. leather

15. music

8. Mexico 16. during

Reminders
 Memorize the memory verse.
 Read 20 minutes each day (weekend
too). YOU CAN MAKE UP DAYS!
 Study spelling words.
 I have a lending library in my
classroom, if your child needs a book,
feel free to have them “check it out”

Weekly Report
__________% - Spelling Test
__________% - Math Test

Google Classroom Sign-In:
Classroom Code: ______________

Notes
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

